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ABSTRACT

Plates have an important function in supporting the structural load above them. One important aspect of plate design is the design of the openings or holes. These openings can be needed for various purposes, such as pipe installation, ventilation, and ducts. If the plate openings are not designed carefully, it will cause serious problems such as excessive deflection. This increases the risk of structural accidents and ultimately threatens the safety of building users. This study aims to determine the effect of plates with different types of supports and opening models with 3D modeling. Quantitative descriptive research using the finite element method was used. There are 16 models with different support types (simply and fixed) and opening models (rectangular, square and circular). From the modeling, the deformation and stress values that occur will be obtained. Comparative analysis is carried out to obtain the best support and opening types. The research results show that the increase in stress concentration tends to be higher in rectangular openings, while in square and circular openings, it is smaller than in plates without openings. Circular shapes tend to have high deformation values. Meanwhile, the square shape has the smallest value compared to all models. Simply support has greater stress in rectangular and circular openings. 4-sides fixed support is the best choice because it has the smallest stress and deformation values. Through these results, it is possible to optimize the design of appropriate types of supports and openings to reduce excess stress and improve overall structural performance.
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1. Introduction

In the construction world, structural elements are the main priority that must be considered. A structure must withstand the load during the service life of the building [1]. Building components have structural elements: columns, beams, and floor plates [2]. Plates have an important function in supporting the structural load above them. One important aspect of plate design is the design of the openings or holes. These openings can be needed for various purposes, such as pipe installation, ventilation, and ducts for essential needs such as electricity, telephone, water supply, internet networks, exhaust, and cooling machines [3]. Generally, there are three opening shapes: square, circle, and rectangle [4], [5]. Opening plates can reduce the stiffness and mass of the structure, thereby reducing its weight and earthquake loads [6]. Events like this require special handling because they impact the structure's performance [7]. If the plate openings are not designed carefully, it will cause serious problems such as excessive deflection. This increases the risk of structural accidents and ultimately threatens the safety of building users.

Analysis of the performance of plate structures is an interesting and important research focus. The classical plate theory analysis approach is difficult to achieve in describing plate behavior. Therefore, modeling using numerical methods that are widely used is the finite element method (FEM) appears as an alternative to simplify plate opening calculations. Modeling plays an important role in thoroughly understanding how openings in a slab can affect structural performance and its ability to provide deep and predictive insight into the structural response to design variations [5]. Using finite element modeling techniques, various scenarios and load models can be simulated to determine the most appropriate design or identify potential problems and analyze their impact on the strength of the structure.

Plate modeling using FEM can reveal the stress behavior that occurs in structures with more complicated combinations. Several studies analyzed the effect of openings on floor plates, which focused more on the influence of deformation values on the plate structure, without analyzing the stresses that occurred in the structure [7][3][4]. Singh et al. [4] modeled using the finite element method to determine the deformation and stress that occurs in plate structures with variations in the shape of openings and without openings. The modeling shows that the deformation and stress increase in the surrounding area is not the greatest in plates with simple supports. The greatest increase in stress and deformation occurs in rectangular openings, while circular openings produce the smallest stress and deformation values [4]. On the other hand, researchers also conducted studies regarding the influence of the type of support. Analyzing
flexible plates shows that simple supports have higher stresses and deformations than other supports [3]. Variations in the shape of the opening and the type of support will have an important impact on the strength, stiffness, global stability, and safety of the structure [5] [8] [9]. Previous research has investigated the combined effect of variations in support type and opening shape on structural performance using finite element analysis in 2-dimensional space. The findings provide insight into structural behavior from a two-way perspective.

However, research focusing on three-dimensional variations in analyzing support types and damage forms is still limited. The 3D analysis will provide an understanding of the overall structural response. This study aims to determine the effect of plates with different types of supports and opening models with 3D modeling. The research results are hoped to guide choosing the appropriate type of support and openings to reduce excessive stress and improve overall structural performance.

2. Research Method

This quantitative descriptive study uses a finite element approach modeling plates with variations in opening shapes, support types, and models. Analysis was carried out on deformation and stress points around the openings compared to plates without openings. Data collection is done in real-time based on stress analysis in each part of the model, producing stress contours, main stress, and maximum and minimum stress. A comparative analysis was carried out on sixteen plate variables with different characteristics to gain a better understanding.

2.1 Model of Plate

A total of 16 plate models were used with the following specifications.

Table 1. Specification of Materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength (f’c)</td>
<td>28MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of Elasticity (E)</td>
<td>24870.06 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress yield</td>
<td>240 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stirrups</td>
<td>ϕ 10-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Square plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>3000 x 3000 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>120mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 16 plate models were used, which were sourced from [4]. The model is divided into 4, each with 4 cases, namely without, square, rectangular, and circular openings. The proportion of openings is 10%. Model 1 uses simple support, Model 2 uses fixed support on four sides, Model 3 uses fixed support on three sides, and Model 4 uses fixed support on two opposite sides.

Sources: Prem Singh and Leo S. Tedianto (2022) [4]

2.2 FEM Modeling

The basic concept of the finite element method is used to solve a problem by dividing the analysis object into small, limited components (meshing). These small components are then analyzed separately. This method was tested to calculate plates with various geometric shapes, including irregular, in this case, having openings. The analysis results on these small components are then combined again to solve the problem being considered.

The FEM modeling process begins by including properties such as specific gravity, modulus of elasticity, and Poisson's ratio. After that, assembly is carried out to place the model
in the desired direction. The uniform load is entered referring to Prem Singh et al. [4], and the typical weight is based on H. Abd El-Mottaleb et al. [10], which includes self-weight and is applied to the plate. After loading, meshing is carried out by dividing the domain into several elements. Meshing is done by selecting the appropriate element type and size for the material being analyzed [11].

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Models 1 and 2

Model 1 represents simple supports, while Model 2 represents supports fixed on all four sides. Analysis was carried out on the stresses and deformation that occurred in the two models.

3.1.1 Stress

Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.

Figure 2. Stress in Plate with Simply Supported: (a) Without Openings; (b) Square Openings; (c) Rectangular Openings; (d) Circular Openings.

The stress distribution shows relatively even characteristics over the entire surface in plates without openings with simple support. This is because there is no major disturbance in load distribution or structure. The stress is centered on each corner of the plate, and the middle section tends to experience smaller stress. The support joint allows the plate to rotate freely around a specific axis. When a load is applied, the endpoints become the focus of stress redistribution because they are the points where free rotation occurs. The plate's center tends to
experience smaller stresses because it is far from stress sources that concentrate at the corners of the plate.

The stress distribution of plates with openings tends to have a similar pattern to plates without openings but with increased stress around the area of the openings. Changes in the stress distribution along the plate cause this. Parts adjacent to the edges or rims of openings tend to experience higher stress concentrations due to the local effects of changes in geometry. The stress distribution tends to move towards the opening, resulting in higher stress than the surrounding area.

![Stress distribution images](image)

Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.

**Figure 3.** Stress in Plate with Fixed Support at Four Sides; (a) Without Openings; (b) Square Openings; (c) Rectangular Openings; (d) Circular Openings.

In contrast to simply support, a plate without openings with fixed support has a stress distribution that tends to increase exponentially away from the center point and reaches a maximum value around the edge of the plate (not just at the angle of the plate). Fixed pedestals cause changes in stress distribution along the plate due to resistance to the movement of the plate in its pedestal area. When a load is applied to the plates, the fulcrum becomes the area where the movement or deformation of the plates is inhibited.

Meanwhile, in a square opening, high stress does not occur around the opening; it only occurs at the edge of the plate. In contrast to rectangular and circular openings, the stress increases as one approaches the opening, and the minimum stress occurs at the edge of the plate.
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Figure 4. Stress at Model I and II

Figure 4 shows the Von misses stress in models I and II. Both plates with simple supports and fixed supports show that plates without openings have smaller stresses compared to plates with overall openings. Plates with openings for rectangle openings have a smaller stress value compared to other plates. In model I, the stress value is 23.21% higher than the plate without openings, while in model II, the stress value is 13% compared to plates without openings [9][10]. Model II (fixed support) has better performance when compared to Model I (simply support) on plates with openings. The smaller stresses at rectangular and circular openings indicate this. It can be seen that simply and fixed support have significant differences. The characteristics of the support reactions and structural behavior of both can explain these differences. In models with fixed support, the plate is completely restrained at the edges, creating conditions where deformation and displacement at the edges are limited. This causes an even distribution of stress along the edge. On the other hand, in the simply supported model, the plate is allowed to move freely at the edge. Therefore, the deformation and displacement at the edges are not completely restricted. The stress distribution becomes varied, with lower peak stress values in the center of the plate. Excess deformation and sliding along edges can reduce stress values in some areas, providing a more flexible response to applied loads.

Apart from support, opening geometry is also important in designing openings. The shape of the opening can change the stress flow path and cause uneven stress redistribution. Many studies reveal that the presence of openings in a plate will reduce the strength of the plate itself [10]. The opening will become a stress concentrator, causing an increase in stress around the edges of the opening and a distribution of load along those edges. The presence of openings creates interactions between the structure and the openings, influencing stress flow and deformation around the area.

Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.

https://dx.doi.org/10.30737/ukarst.v7i2.5167
### 3.1.2 Deformation
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*Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.*

**Figure 5.** Deformation in Plate with Simply Supported; (a) Without Openings; (b) Square Openings; (c) Rectangular Openings; (d) Circular Openings.

The deformation of plates with simply support shows characteristics that align with the support's nature. Deformation is evenly graded, with maximum deformation located at one edge of the plate.

![Image](a)
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*Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.*

**Figure 6.** Deformation in Plate with Fixed Support at Four Sides; (a) Without Openings; (b) Square Openings; (c) Rectangular Openings; (d) Circular Openings.
The deformation of plates without openings shows relatively uniform shape changes over the entire surface. Maximum deformation generally occurs in the middle of the plate following the uniform application of the load. The deformation tends to decrease linearly away from the center, creating flexural forms that can be described as patterns of convergence and divergence. The stress concentration in the opening area is more dominant than the tension in the plate, as reported by previous research [12][13].

Figure 7. Deformation at Model I and II

Figure 7 shows that rectangular-open plates have smaller deformations than other types. The percentage of plates with rectangular openings compared to plates without openings is 37.66%. Meanwhile, in model II, the plate with a square opening model has the smallest deformation compared to the plate without openings, which is in accordance with previous research [4][8], with a difference of 30.48%.

Support formation has also significantly influenced the stress concentration mechanism [14], where all supports (joints) on all four sides have a more even stress distribution [15]. In fixed supports, the lack of freedom of movement at the edges creates increased local deformation. Meanwhile, the restraint is removed at the edge in simply supported so the plate can move freely on the sides. This causes uniform deformation over the entire plate surface with lower peak values (especially for non-openings and rectangles) compared to fixed support. Pin supports make a significant contribution to the stiffness of the structure because all components can receive moments, vertical and horizontal forces so that the stress concentration is concentrated in the holes and support areas, which is more visible from dynamic tests.

Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.
This very significant influence causes the stress distribution to become even in all areas considered outside the main supporting structure. The type of bending damage following the type of support states that bending damage in plate structures depends on the type of support.

Plates without openings and with openings tend to have the same deformation pattern. The deformation has an even pattern in simple support, whereas, in fixed support, it is concentrated in the middle. Therefore, the opening does not influence the deformation pattern on a plate. However, the effectiveness of the opening geometry still needs to be considered because Figure 7 shows evidence that the test objects have different maximum deformation values.

3.2 Model 3 and 4 (Fixed Support at 3 and 2 Opposite)

3.2.1 Stress

Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.

Figure 8. Stress in Plate with Fixed Support at 3-sides; (a) Without Openings; (b) Square Openings; (c) Rectangular Openings; (d) Circular Openings

The stress distribution on a plate with fixed support on three sides shows that the side that does not have support tends to have high stress. This is because the flow of stress will lead to the side that has no support and will have maximum stress.
Figure 9. Stress in Plate with Fixed Support at two opposite sides; (a) Without Openings; (b) Square Openings; (c) Rectangular Openings; (d) Circular Openings.

A plate with fixed support on two opposite sides without openings shows a fairly even stress distribution, with the center in the middle parallel to the side with the support. The stress distribution will increase as you move away from the center point, and the maximum stress is at the edge of the plate with support. Meanwhile, on plates with openings, the stress tends not to be at the edge of the plate but around the openings.

Figure 10. Stress Model III and IV

Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.
In models III and IV, openings in the square plate increase the stress by 21.84% and 132.21%, respectively, compared to plates without openings. The stress value is also influenced by differences in support formation on the plate, which causes stress concentration in the opening area [24][25].

The difference in stress values between fixed supports on three sides and two opposite sides of the plate can be explained through the principles of structural mechanics and the structure's response to loads. With support on three sides, the structure gains additional stability and stronger movement restrictions, resulting in a more even stress distribution across the surface. In contrast, fixed supports on two opposite sides make the structure more flexible, with the potential for more localized stress distribution, especially near the unsupported side.

### 3.2.2 Deformation

![Deformation](https://example.com/deformation.png)

Sources: Author’s Analysis Results.

**Figure 11.** Deformation in Plate with Fixed Support at 3-sides; (a) Without Openings; (b) Square Openings; (c) Rectangular Openings; (d) Circular Openings.

The deformation pattern of the fixed support plate on three sides shows the same results without and with openings. The deformation pattern leads to the edge of the plate, which has no support.
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**Source:** Author's Analysis Results.

**Figure 12.** Deformation in Plate with Fixed Support at two opposite sides; (a) Without Openings; (b) Square Openings; (c) Rectangular Openings; (d) Circular Openings.

The deformation pattern of the fixed support plate on two opposite sides shows the same results without openings or with openings. The deformation pattern becomes larger towards the center and parallel to the plate's side with support.

**Source:** Author's Analysis Results.

**Figure 13.** Deformation Model III and IV

Furthermore, Model III and Model IV have deformation values of 66.91% and 38.62% compared to the reference model. This indicates that plates with openings will reduce the amount of deformation that occurs in the structure, reduce the stiffness value, and be effective
in terms of material without reducing the main function of the structure that will be reviewed [2][4][8].

Fixed support on two opposite sides only provides support on two sides, which can result in greater deformation because the plate structure is more flexible in responding to loads. Meanwhile, fixed support on three sides provides support on three sides of the structure, which will limit movement. This leads to more controlled and even deformation throughout the structure. Based on this, plates with fixed support on three sides are more stable because they have more support points.

4. Conclusion

Openings in the plate can reduce the plate performance because they stress concentrations in the open areas. The stress concentration increases tend to be higher in rectangular openings, while square and circular openings are smaller than in plates without openings. In terms of deformation, the square-shaped openings have similar deformation values under all support conditions. Meanwhile, circular shapes tend to have high deformation values with fixed support on three and two opposite sides. However, the stress value at the circular opening can reduce the plate's stiffness by up to 50% by using a 4-sided fixed support. The type of support greatly influences the behavior of the plate due to uniform loading because the boundary conditions applied to the structure can cause the stress distribution formulation to change according to each boundary condition. The 4-sided fixed support has the greatest stress because the structure is clamped on all four sides, so the stress concentration behavior is focused on the open part. These findings emphasize the importance of considering variations in opening and the type of support in the plate in influencing structural performance and behavior. In this way, it is possible to optimize the design of appropriate types of supports and openings accordingly to reduce excess stress and improve the overall performance of the structure.
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